
Sl No Application 
ID

Name  Status as per the 
provisional 
database

Remark Objection Compliance on objection

1 NRHM_FLA
_45105

RAKESH KUMAR 
DASH

REJECT The candidate is required to submit the AICTE 
recognition certificate by the date as mentioned 
in the notice through email 
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the 
application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria.

SIKKIM MANIPAL UNIVERSITY IS AICTE APPROVED 
BUT NOT SUBMITTED THE RECOGNITION 
CERTIFICATE DUE TO LACK OF TIME HENCE I AM 
SUBMITTING THE RECOGNITION DATA WHICH IS 
COLLECTED FROM SIKKIM MANIPAL UNIVERSITY 
WEB SITE.

Shortlisted (UGC recognition certificate Submitted)

Compliance against the Objection received for the post of Finance-cum-Logistic Consultant advt. no 66/15

the eligibility criteria. WEB SITE.
2 NRHM_FLA

_45309
SANMAYA KUMAR 
BISWAL

REJECT The candidate has not submitted requisite post 
qualification experience certificate, secondly in 
the post graduate diploma certificate submitted 
by the candidate, the subject i.e.- Finance / 
Material Managaement could not be 
ascertained, hence the application is liable for 
rejection for not fufilling the eligibility criteria.

I am working with SBI Life Insurance since June 2009. 
I have dual specialization in my PGDM/MBA i.e. 
Finance & HR. I have already applied for my 
experience certificate to my HR team; it is under 
process and will be released very soon. I have also 
applied for MBA equivalent certificate at my college 
and awaiting for response. Once I will receive the 
certificate I will submit these certificates. Copy of self 
attested Appointment letter & Mark Sheet was sent 
by mail dated 04/10/2016.

The application form has been verified again. The 
candidate has not submitted requisite post qualification 
experience certificate. Secondly, in the post graduate 
diploma certificate submitted by the candidate, the 
subject i.e.- Finance / Material Management could not 
be ascertained. The documents submitted via-email shall 
not be considered as no further documents shall be 
accepted after the last date of  reciept of application 
form. Hence, the application is rejected for  non-
submission of post qualification experience certificate 
and the specialisation in MBA could not be ascertained 
from the MBA certificate.from the MBA certificate.

3 NRHM_FLA
_44972

SRIRAM PANDA REJECT The candidate is required to submit the NOC 
from the appointing authority by the date as 
mentioned in the notice through email 
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the 
application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria.

As per your Objection Notification dtd.28.09.2016 
vide Advt.No.66/15,dtd.29.12.2015 of OSH&FW,i am 
submiting my self attested scan copy of "NOC" from 
Appointing authority i.e.CDMO,Gm for the post of 
"Finance-Cum-Logistic Consultant" through mail ID 
named "srirampanda86@gmail.com" as on 
04.10.2016 at 8.40pm i.e. with in time limit 4th 
Oct'2016,so kindly consider me to appear in the 
short list process. From, Sriram Panda

Shortlisted (NOC Submitted)

4 NRHM_FLA
_44573

AMRIT KUMAR 
PRADHAN

REJECT As the candidate does not have requisite 
qualification as per terms & condition of the 
advertisement, the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

I have passed the Master in Finance & Control (MFC) 
course, a two year full time finance course from 
Sambalpur University, Odisha which fulfills the 
eligibility criteria of academic qualification â€œPost 
Graduate Diploma (2 years course) in Finance from 
any recognized university.Further I am to say that 
five other candidates having the same educational 
qualification "MFC" at Application Sl. No. 5, 17, 90, 
116 & 165 are to be shortlisted. In this case my 
application is not liable for rejection.

The application form has been verified  again. The 
candidate fullfills the elligibility criteria as his 
qualification of MFC is equivalent to MBA 
(Finance).Hence,the application is shortlisted.



5 NRHM_FLA
_44827

BINAYA KUMAR 
AGASTI

REJECT As the candidate does not have required 
qualification as per terms and conditions of the 
advertisement , the application is liable for 
rejection for not fufilling the eligibility criteria.

As per advertisement, all required qualification with 
me, Why sould be rejected. I will submit all 
documents at the time of document verification. I 
have Post Graduate in Finance and 4+ years 
experience in social sector in accounts. Should be 
clarify detail for rejection. Thanking You

The applicaion form has been verified  again.The 
candidate does not have any following required 
qualification as per the advertisement i.e. (1) Inter 
CA/ICWA from institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India/ Inistitute of cost accountant of India  or (2) M.Com 
with 55% marks from reconised university / institution or 
( 3) MBA in Finance/ Material management or 2 years 
post Graduate diploma in finance / material 
management from any recognised university/ institution 
with minimum 55% marks .Hence, the application is 
rejected for not having the required qualification as per rejected for not having the required qualification as per 
the advertisement.

6 NRHM_FLA
_44750

BIKASH KUMAR 
RANA

REJECT As per the conditions of advertisement 3 years 
of post qualification experience is required. 
However, applicant is having 2.9 years of post 
qualification experience. As per terms & 
condition of the advertisement, the application 
is liable for rejection for not fulfilling the 
eligibility criteria.

kindly check my experience details because my total 
year of post qualification experience is 5.8yr. I have 
completed my 3 yr experience under CDMO-cum-
MD, NHM Balangir as Block Accounts Manager at 
CHC Khaprakhol and 2.8 yr from Sahara India Power 
Corp.ltd. as Accounts Officer so please kindly 
consider my application for the post of Fin-cum-
Logistic Consultant.

The application form has been verified  again. The 
Experience of the candidate as BAM has been 
considered  from the date of obtaining M.CoM 
qualification which is 2 years 11 months and 9 days. 
Experience with M/s Sahara India Power Corp. is not 
considered because the offer letter and resignation 
letter furnished  cannot be treated as proof of 
experience or say, incumbency in the organisation 
.Hence,the application is rejected due to lack of 3 years 
post qualification experience as per the advertisement. post qualification experience as per the advertisement. 

7 NRHM_FLA
_44527

MANAS RANJAN DAS REJECT As the candidate has secured less than 55% 
marks in PG as per terms and conditions of the 
advertisement, the application is liable for 
rejection for not fufilling the eligibility criteria.

The evaluation has been done based on the MBA 
degree. In my MBA I have secured 54.52 % not in 
P.G. Level.I have also passed M.Com with 
specialisation in Finance. But as per the 
advertisement there is not minimum percentage of 
marks in MBA level. As I have qualified in MBA. The 
application please be accepted.

The applicaion form has been verified again. The 
candidate has secured 54.42 % in MBA degree and  
44.2% in M.com. Both of the percentage of marks in 
MBA and M.com are less than 55%. Hence,the 
application is rejected due to lack of requisite 
percentage of marks in PG level as per the 
advertisement.

As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience in the requisite field as 
per terms & condition of the advertisement, the 

Sir, My post qualification experience is 5 years which 
I have mentioned at the time of submission of on 
line form and hard copy also submitted . i)NEBULUS 

The application form has been verified again.  i) 
Experience certificate of NEBULUS CONSULTANCY has 
not been furnished and not considered. (ii) Tenure of 

8
NRHM_FLA
_45677

DIPTI RANJAN 
BEHERA

REJECT

per terms & condition of the advertisement, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fulfilling 
the eligibility criteria. (i) tenure of experience 
with SPP Associates could not be ascertained as 
the working period has not been mentioned in 
the certificate (ii) Experience with Abhinav 
Orissa is pre qualification experience, so not 
considered.

line form and hard copy also submitted . i)NEBULUS 
CONSULTANCY-06/01/14TO 31/12/15 -2 Years 
ii)OMM ESTCON (P) LTD-01/04/11 TO 31/03/16 - 2 
Years iii)SPP ASSOCIATES -01/04/10 TO 31/03/11 I 
have hard copy of my experience and I shall show to 
you when ever u want. by considering above matter 
please allow me to face the Finance -cum-Logistic 
Consultant exam . Thanking you

not been furnished and not considered. (ii) Tenure of 
experience with SPP associates could not be ascertained 
as the certificate is not a dated one ( last date / 
Certficate issue date not mentioned) . (iii) Experience 
with Omm Eastcon was considered which is 2 year and 9  
months. Thus, the post qualification experience of the 
candidate falls short of three years as per the 
advertisement, the application is rejected .

9
NRHM_FLA
_45467

DIPALI DIPTIMAYEE 
PATRA

SHORTLISTED no objection __



10 NRHM_FLA
_45776

KALPATARU PANDA REJECT The post qualification experience in the 
requisite field is less than 3 years and MBA 
stream could not be ascertained form the 
certificate. Hence, the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

Sir, I had passed with MBA (Fin. cum HR) on 12 
August 2012.I am working as an Accountant in OTELP-
ITDA- Nabarangpur district since June 2011 to as on 
date.So, total post qualification experience 4 yrs+,All 
certificate & proof of experience will be produce to 
you in the date of interview. In views above,consider 
my case.

The application form has been verified again. i) 
Experience with Friends Association and Computer 
World  are pre qualification experience and not 
considered. ii) Experience with OTELP has been 
considered   which is 1 year 8 months iii) The MBA 
certificate furnished is silent on the specialisation aspect. 
Hence,the application is rejected in view of lack of 
requisite length of post qualification experience & others 
as above.

11 NRHM_FLA K LOKANATH PATRA REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post Dear Sir/Madam, I,Mr. K. Lokanath Patra express As per the terms & conditions of  the advertisement, the 11 NRHM_FLA
_45726

K LOKANATH PATRA REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience in the requisite field as 
per terms & condition of the advertisement, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fulfilling 
the eligibility criteria.

Dear Sir/Madam, I,Mr. K. Lokanath Patra express 
that i have an experience certificate from M/s Singh 
Ray Mishra & co., Chartered Accountants, BBSR from 
the period 01/04/2014 to 31/01/2015 which has not 
submitted by me. My kind request to consider the 
aforesaid as regards to compliance against objection 
arise by concerned NRHM Authority. the self 
attested copy of aforesaid has sent to 
hrdnrhm@gmail.com. As Regards, K.Lokanath Patra

As per the terms & conditions of  the advertisement, the 
candidate has to submit all the supportive documents 
along with the application form. As he has not submitted 
the experience certificate along with the application 
form, the application is rejected for not fulfilling the 
eligibility criteria.

12 NRHM_FLA
_45329

DILLIP KUMAR 
MISHRA

REJECT The candidate has not submitted MBA passed 
certificate, as per terms & conditions of the 

Sir, Please kindly find out again for my MBA passed 
cirtificate for which I shall be greatful to 

The application form has been verified again.  The 
candidate has not submitted MBA Mark sheet and _45329 MISHRA certificate, as per terms & conditions of the 

advertisement. Hence, the application is liable 
for rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility 
criteria.

cirtificate for which I shall be greatful to 
you.Therefore i request for you to kindly coordinate 
in this regard for which i shall be gratful to you .If 
necessary i again come to you and submit my 
cirtificate. Yours cincerely Dillip Mishra

candidate has not submitted MBA Mark sheet and 
conversion (grade) certficate along with the application 
form .Hence,the appication is rejected for non-
submission of the above mentioned documents.

13
NRHM_FLA
_44777

SUBRAT KUMAR 
SWAIN

SHORTLISTED

__

Dear Sir/Madam, Namaskar ! I would like to inform 
you that, I have NO OBJECTION regarding this 
provisional list for the post of Fin-Cum-Logistic 
Consultant. Thanks & Regards, Subrat Kumar Swain.

__

14
NRHM_FLA
_44764

CHANDRAKANTA 
PARIDA

SHORTLISTED

Dear Sir/Madam, Namaskar! I would like to inform 
you that, I have NO OBJECTION regarding this 
provisional list for the post of Fin-Cum-Logistic 

__14
_44764 PARIDA

SHORTLISTED

__
provisional list for the post of Fin-Cum-Logistic 
Consultant. Thanks & Regards, Chandrakanta Parida.

__

15 NRHM_FLA
_44773

RATNAKAR SAHU REJECT The candidate is required to submit the NOC 
from the appointing authority by the date as 
mentioned in the notice through email 
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the 
application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria.

I already submitted NOC for Fin-cum-Logistic 
Consultant post on dtd 29.09.16 to 
hrdnrhm@gmail.com from 
sahu.ratnakar@gmail.com mail.

Shortlisted (NOC Submitted)

16 NRHM_FLA
_45627

NILADREE RANJAN 
NAIK

REJECT As the candidate has not submitted valid NOC 
from the appointing authority, as per terms and 
conditions of the advertisement, the application 
is liable for rejection.

To The Mission Director NHM.Bhubaneswar 
Respected Madam With Reference to the subject 
cited Now i have received NOC vide letter No-4435 
on dated 11/04/2016 whiac I could not submitted in 

Shortlisted (NOC Submitted)

is liable for rejection. on dated 11/04/2016 whiac I could not submitted in 
due time along with my application.therefore I am 
requesting my candidature for the post may kindly 
considered.

17
NRHM_FLA
_45834

BIKASH KUMAR 
AGARWAL

SHORTLISTED

__

THNAKS FO SHORT LISTED ME. I AM INTERESTED TO 
JOIN AS A FIN CUM - LOGISTIC CONSULTANT. CAN 
PLEASE TELL ME AFTER SHORTLIST, WHAT I HAVE TO 
DO?

__



18 NRHM_FLA
_45441

JINUMAYA SAHOO REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience as per terms & 
condition of the advertisement, the application 
is liable for rejection for not fulfilling the 
eligibility criteria.

Respected sir I have joined Sarva sikhsya Abhiyan on 
22.12.2015 and resigned from the post on 
19.12.2015( the period of service is 2 year 11 months 
& 28 days) . Again on 21.12.2015 i have joined 
Rashtriya Madhyamika Sikhshya Aviyan and till date i 
have been continuuing my service as Financial 
consultanat. So on the date of application i have 
already continuing my service In view of the above 
please consider my case sympathetically and enroll 
my name in the list of shortlisted candidates. YF

The application form has been verified again.  The Post 
qualification experience of the candidate is 2 years 11 
months and 5 days. Hence, the application is rejected, 
for not having the requisite length of post qualification 
experience.

19 NRHM_FLA
_44462

BIJAYA KUMAR 
SWAIN

REJECT As hardcopy of system generated application 
form along with other requisite enclosures has 
not been received within the last date of reciept 
of application , as per terms and conditions of 
the advertisement,the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

Respected Sir, There is no objection in my side as my 
hard copy of documents has not been reached 
before due date.What ever the reason may be, this is 
my fault.But there is a humble request to give me a 
chance for the interview.I must send the documents 
through mail vide Email ID-hrdnrhm@gmail.com by 
dated-04.10.16. I am highly obliged for your kind 
consideration. Thanks & Regards Bijay Kumar Swain

As per the terms & conditions of the advertisement, the 
candidate has to submit the system generated 
application form along with all supportive documents  
within last date of receipt of appliation form. As the 
same has not been received within the due date, the 
application is rejected for not fullfilling the eligibility 
criteria.

20 NRHM_FLA
_45568

SAKTI RANJAN PATI REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience (2 years 9 months 23 

SIR,AS PER MY ICWAI(INTER)QUALIFICATION, I WAS 
PASSED ON AUGUST 2010 & SINCE THAT PERIOD TO 

The application form has been verified again.  The  Post 
qualification Experience of the candidate is 2 years and 9 _45568 qualification experience (2 years 9 months 23 

days) in the requisite field as per terms & 
condition of the advertisement, the application 
is liable for rejection for not fulfilling the 
eligibility criteria.

PASSED ON AUGUST 2010 & SINCE THAT PERIOD TO 
YOUR ADVT DTD-29.12.2015 I HAVE ALLREADY 
MORE THAN 5YEARS 6 MONTHS POST QULIFICATION 
EXPERIENCE WHICH DETAILS ARE ALLREADY SHOWN 
IN YOUR DATABASE.IF U FURTHER REQUIRED I AM 
READY TO SHOW MY DETAILS EXPERIENCE 
CERTIFICATES ALSO I SEND SCAN COPY OF MYSELF 
ATTESTED EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATE THROUGH MAIL 
SO SIR PLEASE CONSIDER MY CASE.

qualification Experience of the candidate is 2 years and 9 
months 23 days.i.e from the date of passing 
intermediate exam to date of completion of service 
(01.08.2010 to 18.08.2011 and 11.09.2011 to 
17.06.2013).  Hence, the application is rejected, for not 
having the requisite length of post qualification 
experience as per the advertisement.

21 NRHM_FLA
_44430

SUBRAJIT KHATUA REJECT The period of experience has not been 
mentioned in the experience certificate 

yes, i will submit the experience certificate agian in 
due period. EXPERIENCE 8 Year 8 months

The application form has been verified again.  The period 
of experience has not been mentioned in the experience _44430 mentioned in the experience certificate 

submitted by the candidate. Hence, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria as per advertisement.

due period. EXPERIENCE 8 Year 8 months of experience has not been mentioned in the experience 
certificate submitted by the candidate with application 
form. The candidate submitted fresh experience 
certificate via-email indicating the period of experience  
shall not be considered as no further documents shall be 
accepted after the last date of  reciept of application 
form. Hence, the application is rejected as the period of 
experience has not been mentioned in the submitted 
experience certificate.

22
NRHM_FLA
_44354

SATYAKANTA 
PRADHAN

SHORTLISTED __
Status to be short listed-No Objection Expecting 
interview date thanks

__

23 NRHM_FLA
_44152

SURENDRA KUMAR 
MISHRA

REJECT As the candidate has crossed the upper age 
limit, the application is liabel for rejection for 

As I know, a candidate working under any Govt. 
Depts on contract basis can apply to any posts of 

The application form has been verified again. The 
candidate has crossed age limit (40 years) as mentioned _44152 MISHRA limit, the application is liabel for rejection for 

not fulfilling the eligibility criteria as per terms 
and conditions of the advertisement .

Depts on contract basis can apply to any posts of 
State Govt.till he attains the age of 45(forty five). 
Hence, my candidature may kindly be considered as I 
am working under Health & Family Welfare Dept., 
Govt. of Odisha since last 11 years. Surendra Kumar 
Mishra

candidate has crossed age limit (40 years) as mentioned 
in the advertisement. Hence,the application is rejected  
due to over age as per the terms and conditions of the 
advertisement.



24 NRHM_FLA
_44784

NISHANT KUMAR REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience in the requisite field as 
per terms & condition of the advertisement, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fulfilling 
the eligibility criteria.

At the time of applying for "Fin-cum-Logistic 
Consultant", I was providing my experience detail 
but it was not accepted by the form because of its 
limitations at that point of time. Now, I am providing 
my post qualification experience via 
email(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) and passing certificates 
of CA inter.

The application form has been verified again. The 
candidate does not have 3 years of post qualification 
experience as per the documents submitted along with 
the application form. The experience certificate 
furnished via email shall not be considered as no further 
documents shall be accepted after the last date of  
reciept of application form. Hence, the application is 
rejected, for not having the requisite length of post 
qualification experience as per the advertisement.

25 NRHM_FLA DHIRENDRA SWAIN REJECT As hardcopy of system generated application Sir i had sent the all the documents to your office As per the terms & conditions of the advertisement, the 25 NRHM_FLA
_44349

DHIRENDRA SWAIN REJECT As hardcopy of system generated application 
form along with other requisite enclosures has 
not been received within the last date of reciept 
of application , as per terms and conditions of 
the advertisement,the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

Sir i had sent the all the documents to your office 
from kolkata through registered post.Request you to 
permit me for attend in interview.

As per the terms & conditions of the advertisement, the 
candidate has to submit hard copy of system generated 
application form along with all supportive documents 
within the last date of receipt of appliation form. As the 
same has not been received within the due date, the 
application is rejected for not fullfilling the eligibility 
criteria.

26 NRHM_FLA
_45196

AMIYARANJAN 
SAHOO

REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience in the requisite field as 
per terms & condition of the advertisement, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fulfilling 

Sir I had 3 years post qualification experience why i 
am rejected

The application form has been verified again.  The post 
qualification Experience of the candidate  has been 
calculated from the date of issuance of ICWA (inter) 
certificate i.e from 20th  February, 2010 which is 2 years 

the eligibility criteria. 11 months and 21 days .Hence, the application is 
rejected, for not having the requisite length of post 
qualification experience as per the advertisement.

27 NRHM_FLA
_44179

KULAMANI SANTI REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience (2 years 6 months) in 
the requisite field as per terms & condition of 
the advertisement, the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

I have 3year 10 month post Qualification Experience 
as per the terms & Condition so please re check.

The application form has been verified again.  The Post 
qualification Experience of the candidate is 2 years and 6 
months.i.e from  the date of passing intermediate exam 
to date of complition of service (01.02.2012 to 
31.07.2014). Hence, the application is rejected, for not 
having the requisite length of post qualification 
experience as per the advertisement.

28 NRHM_FLA
_45694

PRADEEP KUMAR 
BEHERA

REJECT As per the  terms of advertisement, 3 years of 
post qualification experience required. The  
experice certificate  furnished do not reflect the 
address, contact no. of the employer (  Dash  sea 
food) and seems to be not genuine. Hence 
disqualified. Expierience of 2.69 years in OM 
Logistics has been taken into account.

Dear Sir I am having more than 3years of post 
qualification experience. From 01-11-2014 to till 
date my self working in Dash Sea Foods Private 
Limited. The address of Dash Sea foods in mentioned 
in the Offer letter which i have submitted earlier also 
for your reference i am giving details as given below. 
Dash Sea Foods Private Limited Plot No:-A-54/1 & 
55/1, Dinalipi Bhawan, Nayapalli, Baramunda, 
Bhubaneswar-751003 Contact No-9937018531 (HR 
Manager) Sorequesting you to kindly accept my

The application form has been verified again.  The offer 
letter as referred has not been furnished  alongwith the 
application form. The post qualification experience of 
the candidate in OM logistics is 2 years 8 months and  12 
days.Hence, the application is rejected, for not having 
the requisite length of post qualification experience as 
per the advertisement.

29 NRHM_FLA SAGARIKA REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post Total experience 4 yrs The application form has been verified again.  The Post 29 NRHM_FLA
_44153

SAGARIKA 
CHOUDHURY

REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience (1 year 9 months) in the 
requisite field as per terms & condition of the 
advertisement, the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

Total experience 4 yrs The application form has been verified again.  The Post 
qualification Experience of the candidate is 1 year and 9 
months . Hence, the application is rejected, for not 
having the requisite length of post qualification 
experience as per the advertisement.



30 NRHM_FLA
_45759

GOURAV KUMAR 
JAIN

REJECT As the candidate has not submitted experience 
certificate, as per terms & conditions of 
advertisement the application is liable for 
rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility criteria.

Sir i have submitted the same, the letter issued by 
governing institute ie ICAI has been attached to the 
application it has mentioned as i have completed the 
period of experience in the same firm also i want to 
mentioned that it is compulsory without completing 
the period of 3 yrs such letter can't be issued by our 
institute sir after completing the period of 3 yrs we 
have submit the application by attestation by our 
employer plz give due attention on the same.

The application form has been verified again.  The 
candidate has not submitted  experience certificate 
along with the application form. Hence,the application is 
rejected for non-submission of post qualification 
experience certificate as per the terms and conditions of 
the advertisement.

31 NRHM_FLA HIMANSHU REJECT As the candidate has not submitted requisite Sir I have already mentioned in my application that The application form has been verified again.  The Post 31 NRHM_FLA
_44334

HIMANSHU 
PRADHAN

REJECT As the candidate has not submitted requisite 
post qualification experience certificate (2 years 
8 months 25 days) as per terms and conditions 
of the advertisement , the application is liable 
for rejection for not fufilling the eligibility 
criteria.

Sir I have already mentioned in my application that 
my working experience in P.A & Associates is from 27-
4-2012 to 30-9-2015 which is more than 3 year. But 
as the desired experience is only 3 year that is why I 
was just sended my 3 years of article complition 
certificate in supporting of that. But as now my 
application is rejected on the ground that its not 
fulfilling the criteria of 3 years of post qualification 
working experience, so in supporting of that I am 
now just sending the experience

The application form has been verified again.  The Post 
qualification experience of the candidate is 2 years 08 
months and 25 days. i.e.  from the date of passing 
intermediate exam to the date of complition of 
articleship ( 01.08.2012 to 26.04.2015). The Experience 
Cerificate furnished by the candidate via e-mail shall not 
be considated after last date of reciept of application 
form. Hence, the application is rejected, for not having 
the requisite length of post qualification experience as 
per the advertisement.

32 NRHM_FLA KSHITISH KUMAR REJECT As the supportive documents submitted along Respected Sir/Mam 1)Experience Related- As the The application form has been verified again.  All the 32 NRHM_FLA
_44381

KSHITISH KUMAR 
DASH

REJECT As the supportive documents submitted along 
with application form are not self attested, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria as per advertisement.

Respected Sir/Mam 1)Experience Related- As the 
Present Company i worked in SR Breweries (P) Ltd. i 
can not give the Experience Certificate so i already 
submitted the Appointment Letter of the Company. 
2) Self Attested-The documents are already self 
attested if any document left out by mistake then i 
submit as when required. So. Please Consider my 
Application...

The application form has been verified again.  All the 
supportive documents submitted by the candidate along 
with application form are not self attested and the post 
qualification  experience of the candidate is  1 year 9 
months and 15 days as per the experience certificate 
submitted. Hence,the application is rejected due to lack 
of requisite length of postqualification experience and 
non-attestation of all supportive documents as per the 
terms and conditions of the advertisement. 

33 NRHM_FLA MANOJ KUMAR REJECT As the candidate has not submitted NOC from I have submitted the NOC from the administrative 
_44217 CHAND the appointing authority, the application is 

liable for rejection for not fufilling the eligibility 
criteria as per the advertisement.

control of CDMO, Bargarh which is enclosed in the 
application form. As because the same NOC not full 
fill the eligibility criteria as per advertisement, But 
now I have obtained the same NOC as per the 
advertisement. In connection to this, I have already 
submitted the NOC from the appointing authority i.e 
MD. NHM Odisha through e-mail 
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) along with an application on 
dated 29.09.2016 for your further verification.

Shortlisted (NOC Submitted)

34 NRHM_FLA
_44181

HRUSIKESH JENA REJECT As the candidate does not have 3 years of post 
qualification experience in the requisite field as 

Dear sir please note that i have requisite 
qualification for 3 years from 16.08.2012 to 

The application form has been verified again.  The Post 
qualification experience of the candidate is 1 year 07 _44181 qualification experience in the requisite field as 

per terms & condition of the advertisement, the 
application is liable for rejection for not fulfilling 
the eligibility criteria.

qualification for 3 years from 16.08.2012 to 
17.08.2015. i have attached my experience 
certificate with my application form. so kindly 
consider it and make the needful.

qualification experience of the candidate is 1 year 07 
months 16 days i.e from the date of passing 
intermediate exam to completion of service (01.01.2014 
to 17.08.2015). Hence,the application is rejected due to 
lack of requisite length of postqualification experience as 
per the advertisement.



35 NRHM_FLA
_44324

SAMBIT KUMAR 
MOHANTY

REJECT As the candidate has not furnished requisite 
post qualification experience certificate as per 
terms and conditions of the advertisement , the 
application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria.

Respected Sir/ Madam, With reference to the 
Reasons of Rejection of application, I would like to 
inform you, please give me an opportunity of being 
heard,that the relevant documents relating to post 
qualification experience will be submitted at the 
time of written test and / or interview. Thanks & 
Rgds Sambit Kumar Mohanty

 The application form has been verified again. The 
candidate has not furnished requisite post qualification 
experience certificate along with the application form. 
Hence,the application is rejected due to non-submission 
of post qualification experience certificate as per the 
terms and conditions of the advertisement.

36 NRHM_FLA
_44822

JAYADEEP ACHARIYA REJECT The candidate is required to submit the AICTE 
recognition certificate by the date as mentioned 
in the notice through email 
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the 

Sir Alagappa University is Reaccredited with 'A' 
Grade by National Assessment and Accreditation 
Council (NAAC)& also Alagappa University is 
recognized by the University Grants 

The application form has been verified  again. The 
candidate has failed to submit the AICTE recognition 
Certificate within the due date as per objection 
invitation notification. The post qualification experience (hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the 

application is liable for rejection for not fufilling 
the eligibility criteria.

recognized by the University Grants 
Commission(UGC) of India.This University is also a 
member of the Association of Indian Universities 
(AIU),as well as the member of the Association of 
Common Wealth Universities(ACU).Ihave already 
submitted by certificates through mail for your kind 
verification purposes.So i am requesting you kindly 
verify and shortlist me

invitation notification. The post qualification experience 
is also less than 3 years. Hence, the application is 
rejected in view of non-submission of AICTE recognition 
certficate and lack of requisite lengh of post qualification 
experience as per the advertisement.


